Dear Parent or Guardian,

We’re introducing a new science curriculum called PhD Science®.

**What is PhD Science?**

*PhD Science* is an exemplary science program from Great Minds®, the creators of *Eureka Math™* and *Wit & Wisdom®*. Created by a team of teacher–writers and subject-matter experts, this innovative curriculum inspires students to wonder about the world and empowers them to make sense of it.

**Family Resources**

Your involvement in your child’s education can have a significant impact on his or her success in school. That’s why the teacher–writers who developed the curriculum also created a suite of family support resources that will help you support your child in developing their science knowledge.

- **Family Tip Sheets** provide parents with an overview of each module in *PhD Science* and guidance on how to best support their student at home.

- **At Home Activities** allow you to continue the excitement of what your student is learning with *PhD Science* with select extension and optional homework activities highlighted.

- The **Aha! blog** contains posts that explain how *PhD Science* was developed and may prepare you in supporting your student for the science learning that will take place in the classroom.

**Explore More**

To view the resources that are available to support families at home, visit [greatminds.org/science/family-overview](http://greatminds.org/science/family-overview).

Read more about *PhD Science* success stories at schools and districts across the country at [greatminds.org/science/blog/phd-science/tag/data-stories](http://greatminds.org/science/blog/phd-science/tag/data-stories).